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August 16, 1989 

To: Henry Zucker 

From : Arthur Rotman 

Pursuant to the discussion at the last meeting of the Seniors Policy 
Advisors, Jon Woocher, Marty Kraar and Art Rotman had a 
Conference Call and have coma up with the following definition of 
Jewish education. 

Jewish education is a lifelong process of acquiring Jewish 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values. Its goals are to help 
individuals develop and reinforce positive Jewish identity, 
participate intelligently in Jewish life and to create the conditions 
for meaningful Jewish continuity and a rich Jewish cultural lifa. 

Jewish education takes place in the home, synagogue, classroom. 
Center and wherever efforts are made to awaken and deepen the 
sense of Jewish belonging, to motivate the pursuit of Jewish 
knowledge and to give expression to Jewish beliefs, practices and 
values. 

• '· 
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TO: Senior Policy Advisors 

FROM : Seymour Fox 

DATE: 7/30/89 

Be low is a new list of the research papers which combines sev eral of them, as 
well as an update of what we are suggesting. 

Papers to be Commissioned : 

1. The relationship be t ween J ewish educat ion and Jewish continuity . 
(Author: possibly a major Jewish philosopher- -if he i s wi lling to 
undertake the assignment.) 

2. The orga nizational structure of Jewish educati on in North America , by 
Walter Ackerman. 

3. The syna gogue as a context for Jewish education, by Joseph Reimer . 

4. At titudes , opinions, and perceptions of needs of leadership, by Steven 
M. Cohen and Erik Cohen. (Based on the data to be collected at the 
G. A. and other sources . ) 

5. Approache s to training personnel and current training opportunities , by 
Aryeh Davi dson. 

6. Assessment of Jewish education as a profession, by Isa Aron. 

I s a Aron will also produce an additional paper on personnel , based on both 
exis ting dat a and data that she will collect, in the following areas: 

The stat e of the field of Jewish education; 
The short a ge of personnel for Je·wish education and personnel nee ds; 
The trai ning h i s t ory of good educat ors in the fie ld; 
Recruitment and r e t ention of personnel; 
Salarie s and bene f its ; 
Bibliography in the area of per sonnel. 
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COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATI ON IN NORTH AMERICA 

CJF QUARTERLY AND GA STRATEGY 

I. Introduction 

The CJF Quarterly and General Assembly meetings represent an excellent 
opportunity for intensive interaction with federation lay and 
professional leadership. We should view these meetings as critical 
community organizing steps focused on building federation interest in, 
investment in, and commitment to the outcomes of the Commission process. 
We need to engage the fede rat ions a t thre e levels-- education as a 
planning priority, education as a policy priority on t he Jewish communal 
agenda, and financ ing possibilitie s in J ewish educat i on. 

II. Objectives 

A. to involve federation lay and prof e ss iona l l eadership in the 
Commission process ; 

B. to stimulate and bui ld upon J ewish e ducation planning initiatives in 
local communi t i es ; 

C. to strengthen Jewish education as a pol icy prior ity on the Jewish 
communal agenda ; 

D. to test the IJE and c ommunity action site c oncepts; and 

Jo 

E. to define t he ro les o f l ocal and national ins t itu t ions in an evolving 
national Jewish educa tion sys tem. 

III. September Quarterly 

There are two primary groups we should meet with a t the Quarterly 
meeting-- federation planners and federation executives. We may also want 
to meet with CJF's Commission on Jewish Continuity . 

i •. 

A. Planners - this session should be a follow up to the July meeting 
with planners in Jerusalem. At that session reactions focused on 
local concerns about top down approaches which supersede local 
initiatives and priorities. Accordingly, the September meeting 
should provide an informal opportunity for input and participation in 
the process, and particularly to allow them to help shape the IJE and 
community action site concepts. Mark Gurvis would convene a small 
group of 10 to 12 planners for an informal session. Seymour Fox will 
develop a brief discussion paper which fleshes out the planning 
questions to be addressed , and which can be shared with the planners 
in advance of the meeting. Structure of the session: 
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1. Brief presentation on Commission goals, structure, process--five 
minutes. 

2. Update on current status (research projects, drafting of report, 
consultation with constituent groups)--five minutes. 

3. Outline IJE and community action site concepts--ten minutes. 

4. Discussion with focus on planners' input into various issues--one 
hour: 

a. criteria for determining community action sites; 

b. regional approaches to community action sites; 

c. balancing national resources with local initiative and 
resources; and 

d . balancing roles of national agencies with the independent 
Commission. 

B. Executives - An informal meeting with a small group of interested and 
influential executives would be a very helpful step towards our 
agenda-building objective. This group would help frame ways in which 
the Commission can achieve its goals with local communities. Steve 
Hoffman and Marty Kraar should convene this meeting. 

C. CJF Commission on Jewish Continuity - this committee is scheduled for 
a session during the September Quarterly. They already have a full 
agenda for their session (scheduled for 10:15 a.m. on September 11). 
Based on discussion with the Commission's staff director, Elaine 
Morris, and its chairman, Phil Wasserstrom, there could be a brief 
presentation updating t he group on the Commission's progress. 

IV. General Assembly 

While the GA gives us the best shot at reaching a large gathering of 
federation leadership, it is a very busy gathering and we need to engage 
people in very targeted and focused ways. At that time we should be much 
further along in refining the IJE and community action site concepts 1and 
should be laying the groundwork for implementation. Following are the 
various sessions we should be attempting to set up: 

A. CJF presidents and executives - we should ask for the opportunity to 
use this meeting to present on the Commission, its likely 
recommendations, and the opportunities that will exist for local 
communities. In particular, presentation and discussion should focus 
on: 

1. Increasing local funding for Jewish education--include analysis 
of trend of federation support for Jewish education in last ten 
years; 
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2. IJE and community action site concepts as further defined; 

3. possible funding partnerships between national and local 
communities. The best way to do this might be to lay out several 
scenarios of the ways in which IJE and community action site 
concepts could come to life. 

4. Ample opportunity for questioning and discussion. This will be a 
key time to listen for potential problems among the federation 
constitutency. 

This agenda is very preliminary. This meeting with executives at the 
Quarterly should help us determine the agenda for this session. 

B. Forum session - we should reach a large general audience at the GA 
through one of the forum sessions. A h igh caliber presentation by 
MLM should generate exci tement, e nthusiasm for the Commission process 
and anticipated outcomes. Ye should particularly focus on the vision 
for the future, partnership among national organizations, and between 
national and local resources. The use of audio-visual supports 
(short video , overhead projection, etc.) would be an effective way to 
go beyond the usual G.A . presentation and rivet attention on the 
strength and seriousness of the Commission ' s process. The 
presentation should be fol l owed by table discussions on the 
presentation, focused by key questions--(1) bow can local communities 
respond to this national initiative; (2) what national resources are 
necessary to help local communities change priorities or succeed with 
local initiatives; (3) can regional approaches to t hese issues work. 

C. Planners - An opportunity for a third session with the full group of 
planne rs to share the refined IJE and community ac tion site concepts 
and to talk through implementation issues. 

D. CJF Commission on Jewish Continuity - a possible opportunity for 
meeting again with this group. They generally do not meet as a 
commission at the GA, but rather sponsor a session open to all GA 
participants. We could convene a meeting by special invitation , in 
which case we could set the agenda as a time to review the IJE and 
community action site concepts with this group. We should determine 
the need for this after the September Quarterly meeting. ~ 

'· 
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DRAFT August 14, 1989 

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACTS FOR COJENA 

ORGANIZATION 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Bureau Directors 
Fellowship 

Denominational 
education 
commissions / 
departments 

Planners 

AIHLJE 

COJEO 

PROPOSED CONTACTS 

Meeting with directors in 
Cincinnati (November 14); 
Input into papers (allow directors 
to organize a process) ; 
Input into rewriting of options 
papers (possibly by assigning 
directors to specific options) 

(Contingent on meetings with 
Schorsch, Lamm, Gottschalk); 
meet i ng with department directors 
and (if feas ible) c ommission 
chairs; invitation to submit 
written statement s on topics being 
addressed in report ; Reform and 
Cons ervative departments to rev iew 
and comment on draft of Reimer 
paper on role of synagogues 

Consult wit h CJF on possibility of 
meeting at GA; invitation to 
planners group to review and 
comment on papers dealing with 
community and leadership, plus 
community action sites and IJE 
pr opos als (process to be worked out 
by planners and CJF ) 

Report and d i scussion of 10/ 23 
meeting at AIHLJE meeting of 10/29-
30 ; coordinat ion of preparation of 
papers a nd Commission report 
s ections on pe rsonnel with AIHLJE 
project on educator preparation 
(through Sara Lee); invitation to 
review and comment on papers 
dealing with personnel training 

Ask Alvin Schiff to report on 
Commission at COJEO meeting and 
seek general feedback 
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TO: Henry L. Zucker 
NAMC 

O f PAR fMEN'l / Pl,.ANT L,Q(;Al !ON 

FROM: __ M_a_r_k___,,,G~u_rv_ i~sr-----
NAMc ?liki 
O[PAR IMfNT/f'LANl LOCATION 

SUBJECT: PUBLIC RELATIONS EFFORTS 

DA TE: __ 8_/_10-/_8_9 ___ _ 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

Public relations efforts for the Commiss i on need to be viewed as an extension 
of outreach to var i ous constituencies . The goals are real ly parallel : 

1. to he i ghten a wareness of the activities of the Commission and its progress ; 
and 

2. t o set the stage for implementation of t he Commi ssion's recommendat i ons . 

With outreach to various groups, we need to present the Commission in a way 
that a llows an opportunity for discussion and input into the process. With 
other public r e l ations efforts, the communication is more unidirec t ional . I t ' s 
our opportunity to reach broad audiences with our message. 

I've reviewed the material t ha t Paula Cohen developed last spring. Based on 
her i n itial work and where the Commission stands currently, I suggest we 
undertake the following specific communications projects: 

1. JTA Community News Reporter - reports community and organization news and 
w~ll accept press releases describing the Commission and its activities. 
We should use this periodically to highlight Commission meetings or major 
presentations of the Commission's work. 

2. JTA Daily News Bulletin - reports breaking news of inter national interest; 
should be contacted at the time the report is issued. 

3. CJF Satellite Network - satellite conference should be scheduled for 
shortly after the Commission's report is issued . 

4. JESNA Trends - single theme newsletter published semi-annually; use for an 
in-depth art i cle on the Commission's process and its relationship to local 
community planning initiatives. 

5 . JWB Circle - bi-monthly publication; use for a general article on the 
Commission process with a focus on JWB involvement. 

6. CJF Newsbriefs - monthly newsletter; should be used for brief updates on 
Commission progress. 

7 . General publications (B'nai B' rith International Jewish Monthly, Reform 
Judaism, Hadassah Magazine, Jerusalem Post, Present Tense, Moment) -
monthly or bi-monthly publications through organizational or subscription 
channels; ideal for general interest features on the Commission; should be 
targeted to coincide with issuance of the report or within the next few 
months after that time. 

72752 (8/ 81) PRINTED IN U.SA. 
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8. New York Times - excellent opportunity to reach broad Jewish audience and 
general public; shoul d be used for both breaking news of issuance of report 
and commitment of funding, and for editorial on the Commission as an agent 
for change in education. 

9. Brochure - text for a general brochure has been drafted. Ve should move 
ahead to edit and print to use with presentations on the Commission (G .A., 
national organization hoards, etc.). 

The above represent what I believe are the most critical means to get our 
message out during the coming year. We could assign staff or senior policy 
advisors to develop journal articles and opinion pieces. I suggest we engage a 
freelance writer to assist with developing press releases, brochures, and other 
written materials as needed. I would supervise the freelance writer and ensure 
that we keep to a schedule of exposure, meet appropriate deadlines, and 
emphasize the r:ight message in the right periodical. We could designate a 
small group to review materials before release (MLM, HLZ, VFL, SF , JR). 

Another project Paula Cohen outlined was a newsletter which might be issued 
shortly after each of the next three Commission meetings. It should go to 
board members of CJF, JESNA, JWB, CAJE , and be distributed to the CJF top 
nineteen federations and those engaged in Jewish education studies for 
distribution to their boards of trustees. It could also become an ongoing 
mechanism for the IJE. This is a very time-consuming project and we should 
carefully consider whether it is important enough to warrant the resources it 
will take. 
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DRAFT - FOR DISCUSSION ONLY -- NOT FOR QUOTATION 

I • 

A Mechanism tor Initiatives in Jewish Education 

s. Pox, A. Hochstein 

BACXGROOND 

., . ....__ Between August and December 1988, the Commission on .Jewish 
Education in North America engaged in a decision-making process 
aimed at identifying those areas where intervention could 
significantly affect the impact of .Jewish education in North 
America. 

--"" A wide variety of possible options were considered. The 
~ Commission opted for focusing its work initially on two topics: 

·-· 

1. Dealing with the shortage of qualified personnel for 
Jewish education: and 

2. Dealing with the communi ty 
leadership and funding, as keys to 
improvements in Jewish education. 

its structures, 
across-the-board 

At the same time, many commissioners urged that work also be 
undertaken in various progralllll\atic areas {e . g. early childhood, 
informal education, programs for college students, day schools, 
supplementary schools) . 

II. THE CHALLENGE 

The wide consensus among commissioners on the importance of 
dealing with personnel and the community did not alleviate the 
concern expressed by some as to whether ways can be found to 
significantly improve the situation in these two areas. Indeed , 
a nwn.ber of commissioners suggested that agreement that. these 
areas were in need of improvement has existed for a long time 
among educators and community leaders. Ideas have been 
suggested; articles have been written; confe rences have been 
held; some programs have been tried. Yet significant improvement 
bas not come about. Some claim that we seem to know what the 
problems are, but have not yet devised a workable strategy f o r 
addressing them effectively in the field. 

1 
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.. The challenge now facing the commission is to develop creative, 
effective and feasible approaches for dealing with the topics at 
hand (personnel, the community - and later progranunatic options) 
and to launch the process that will bring across-the-board 
improvement and change. 

III. SOKB UNl)ERLYING ASSUMPTION 

1. To respond to the above challenge it is . necessary to 
demonstrate that the personnel and comJnunity options can indeed 
be acted upon in the comprehensive manner that they were 
formulated. For personnel this involves recruitment, training, 
retention and profession-building . For the community this. 

37 

, - , involves recruiting outstanding l eade rship, changing the climate 
\... and generating significant additional funding. 

---

2. It is difficult to meet this challenge on the national level 
because it is too complex and too vast. 

3. On the other hand there is good cause to believe that it 
could be undertaken on the local level, fo r the following 
reasons: 

a. much of education takes place only on the local level 

b. the scope of a local undertaking that would be comprehensive 
could be manageable. There is sufficient energy and there are 
enough people to undertake such a project . 

c. The results of a local undertaking would be tangible and 
visible and could generate interest and . reactions that might lead 
to a national debat e on the important issues of Jewish education. 

d. a local project could be managed in a hands-on manner. 
Therefore it could be constantly improved and fine-tuned. 

e. there are ideas and programs (best practice) that if ~ought 
together, integrated and implemented in one site could have 
significantly greater impact than they have today when 
implementation is fragmented. The whole is greater than the sum -
of its parts. 

f. visions 
experimented 

of Jewish education 
with in a limited and 

could be translated 
manageable way. 

and 

g. national institutions and organizations could be mobilized 
for such experimental programs. They would view this as an 

2 
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opportunity to test and develop new conce ptions for Jewish 
• education. 

h. people could be recruited and mobilized for tangible l ocal 
demons trations. The pool could be expanded t o i nclude - in 

··. addition to the current cadre of outstanding educators : 

1. Rabbis 
2. Scholars of Judaica (Twersky, etc) 
3. Federation executives 

.--.. 4. Jewish scholars in the humanities and sci ences (Schefler, 
Schon, Lipsett, Ginzburg, etc • •. ) 

4. Local sites could be networked for greater i mpact . 

5. Working on the local scene could take advantage of working 
both from the "bottom-up" and from the " t op- down" . 

IV. BRINGING ABOUT CHANGE 

A. Prom Options to comm.unity Act ion Sit os 

The theoretical basis for undertaking the personnel and communi ty 
options has been debated by commi ssioners, staff and outs ide 

-~--- experts. Though the deliberation will continue t hroughout , the 
Commission decided the time has come to deal with t he t ranslation 
of these options into programs and projects. 

.-. .. 

--. 

A number of a s sumpt ions have guided. our work as we have begun ,_ to 
consider i mplementation: 

l. The community and personnel options are interr elated and a 
joint strategy involving bot h must be devised. Indeed, dedicated 
and qualified personnel is likely to affect the attitude of 
comm.unity leaders towards education. Similarly , i f the communi ty 
ranks education high on its list of prioritie s, more outstandi n~ 
personnel is likely to be attracted to the field . ·· 

2. Dealing effective ly with the personne l issue wil l probably 
require a comprehensive approach: recru itment, training, 
profession-building and retention will all have t o be dealt with 
simultaneousl y. 

3. In addition to the complex package o f initiative s and 
interventions required by (1) and (2) above , t he i s s ue of the 
time necessary to introduce change will have to be addressed. 
This will require deciding on an appropriate balance between 

3 
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4. All key stakeholders will need to be appropriately involved 
- from the very beginning of this process . This includes 

co:mmissioners, national organizations and institutions, local 
organizations and institutions, profe ss iona ls (local and 
national), and f unding sources. 

5. Significant questions conce rning innovation and 
implementation of the two enabling opt i ons a nd of the 
programmatic options when they will be addressed - can only be 
resolved in real-life situations, through the dynamics of 
thinking for i~plementation, and in the actual act of 
implementing. 

:_ 

4 
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6. For all these reasons, we suggest that the Commission 
work with coJlllllunities that wish to become community Action 
sites where we can deal with the community and personnel 
options. 

7. By Community Action Site we mean a site (a community, a 
network of institutions, one major institution, etc.) where some 
of the best ideas and programs in Jewish education would be 
initiated in as comprehensive a form as possible. It would be a 
site where the ideas and programs that have succeeded, as well as 
new ideas and experimental programs, would be undertaken. Work 
at this site will be guided by a vision of what Jewish education 
at its best can be. · 

9. The assumption implicit in the suggestion of a Community 
Action Site is that other communities would be able to see what a 
successful approach to the community and personnel options could 
be l ike , and would be inspired to apply the lessons learned to 
their programs, in their own communities . 

B. Prom. comm.unity Action Sites to a Me chanism. for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education 

1. As Community Action Sites wer e being considered, a number 
of questions and issues related to their implementation arose: 

2. Implicit i n the notions of change, innovation, new 
--, . -- initiatives, demonstration, is the ass umption that one knows what 

should and can be changed and demonstrated. However, at this time 
some of what should and can be changed, innovat e d, demonstrated 
in Jewish education needs to be developed or created . 

... ... - ..... 

3. Programs for implementation are seldom successful when they 
are "top-downu programs . Communities must play a major role in 
the initiation of the idea, they must be full partners in the 
design of programs and in their implementation . 

4. Numerous questions need to be addressed in considering the 
Collllllunity Action Sites approach: Who will undertake the strategic 
thinking? Who will plan and ensure that the standards and goals 
of the Commission are maintained? Who wi l l act i vely accompany 
the ideas through their stages of development and impleme ntation? 
Who will deal with the unresolved issues as they arise in 
implementation? Who will see that things work, and that they 
can be replicated? Who will consider issues of change and 
replication of change throughout the universe of Jewish 
education? 

5 
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s. A strong case exists for initiating change through Community 
Action sites. However, as the above issues were being 
considered by the staff -- in extensive consultation with experts 
-- it became clear that a means, a tnechanism, is needed to deal 
with Cotnmunity Action Sites. A way to ~ediate between ideas and 

.---, · implementation needs to be devised. 

6. The possible role of this mechanism can be illustrated by way 
of an analogy borrowed from industry: the mechanism will be 
analogous to the unit that designs, develops and builds the 
prototype of a new product, improving upon it until that product 

.,---.. works. When problems and issues arise during the process of 
constructing the prototype, they are dealt with ~nd resolved in 
the unit. Lessons learned from implementation are absorbed and 
used to change, adapt and modify the product; the product is 
adapted to specific local needs, etc • 

... . - , 7. l:t is therefore suggested that a .mechanism for 
imp1ementation ~e created to be called (for lack of a better name 
at this time) tho mechanism for "Initiatives in Jewish Education" 

___.._._-.. -. 

..... ...... 

.. - .... 

(IJE). 

IV. THE MECW\NISM FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION (IJE) 

A. The Mission 

1 . The IJE will be a free-standing mechanism for the initiation 
and promotion of change and innovation in Jewish education. As 
such, it should be a center guided by vision , together with 
rigorous work and creative thinking. If successful, it will be a 
source of ideas, characterized b y an atmosphere of ferment, 
search and creativity. It will be the driving f orce for systemic 
change. 

2. The IJE will design and revise development strategies -
generally in concert with other persons and institutions. It 
will be a full-time catalyst for development efforts for Jewish 
~ucrti~. ~ 

3 . The IJE will undertake tbe assignment of creating Co_mmunity 
Action sites. These Community Action Sites will deal minimally 
with the two enabling options - where personnel will include: 
recruitment, · training, profession building and retention, and 
community will include : bringing strong leadership into Jewish 
education, changing the climate and generating additional funding 
for education . Through personnel and the community, it will also 
be dealing with programmatic 

6 
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options, e.g. as it recruits and trains personnel for early 
childhood programs, for the day schools, for infonaal programs, 

... etc. 

4. The goal of the Community Action site is to bring about 
major change in the quality of Jewish education in th~t Site, 

·· · through a successful approach to the options of personnel and the 
community. The importance of a site resides both in the 
possibility to effect and demonstrate change there, and in being 
the basis for inspiring change elsewhere • 

s. The community Ac~ion Site will be a joint endeavour of an 
interested local community and the IJE. The I J E will assist, if 
needed, in setting up the local mechanism (local lJE} tbat will 
undertake responsibility for the Community Action Site. Each Site 
will have its local mechanism. Together, the local mechanisms 
will network for the promotion of change and the diffusion of 
innovation. The IJE will act as facilitator to create a network 
of such local mecha n i sms. 

6. Conditions are bound to change a s as result of the work of 
the IJE. As work p roceeds , e xisti ng institutions may want to 
respond to emerging needs . The I JE may cause n ew institutions to 
be established - when no viabl e a l t erna t ive exists. 

7. In addition t o t his i n i t ia l focus on commun i ty Action 
Sites, the IJE will assist funders, as appropriate, in moving 
ahead with programmatic options in which they have an interest by 
acting as a consultant and professional resource. The IJE will 
be a central address for funding sources and for i nstitutions who 
wish to work cooperatively with the IJE in their own development 
efforts. It may also help local IJE ' s find f unding for the ir 
initiatives. 

8. Much of the definition of t he IJE will evolve during the 
actual process of implementation. 

B. The IJE At Work 

The following i s one possible scenario o f the I JE at work: 

1. Staff and Governance 

a. ·The IJE will be a free standing mechanism. It will have a 
staff to perform multiple functions and will be governed by a 
Board of Trustees (see Appendix 1) . 

7 
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b. Th.ere will be a director, responsible for all of the work of 
the !JE. He/she will be an outstanding, high-level professional, 
committed to Jewish continuity, knowledgeable of the Jewish 
community of North America. He/she may be an educator, a manager, 
or both {to be determined.) 

···· c. In addition to the director, a team of outstanding 
professionals will staff the IJE {size and composition to be 
determined). 

d. Governance of the IJE will be in the hands of 
composed of lay leaders, scholars and professionals, 
experience, knowledge and financial strength. 

a board 
blending 

e. The authority of the IJE will derive from the ideas that 
guiae it and the prestige, status and effectiveness of its Board 
and staff. 

2. Functions 

a. In order to meet the complex tasks invo.lved, the IJE Will 
undertake various functions. They will be linked organically a.nd 
will complement each other. They may include: 

i. research, data collection, planning and pol icy analysis; 
ii. community interface (for demonstration sites); 

iii. funding facilitation; 
iv. monitoring, evaluation and feedback; 
v. diffusion of innovations. 

b. The work of the IJE will be guided on an ongoing basis by the 
vision, the educational content and the philosophy contained in 
the final report o f the Commission. To insure the above ongoing 
inputs will be received from the staff of the IJE , consultants 
throughout the world, institutions, scholars and community 
leaders. A Professional Advisory Board will be established to 
stimulate this activity. 

c . Some of the content and rationale for items i-v a.bove include: 
:_ 

i. researoh, data collection, planning and polioy analysis 

* This may be viewed as the research and planning arm of the 
IJE. It will improve and maximize the knowledge-base upon which 
decisions for Jewish · education are made The work . may be 
commissioned, done in-house or others may be encouraged to do 
various parts. The necessary data bases will be created here; 
major · issues will be studied, ke y questions will be researched 
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(e.g. create inventories of Jewish educational resources: 
undertake needs analyses; set norms and standards for training; 
assess the quality of existing training; analyze community 
structures in relationship to Jewish education, etc . ). 

• To provide the analysis needed for informed decisions. (E.g. 
What are relevant criteria for the selection of Community Action 
sites? What is the nature of the problem/sin that site? What 
are the political and institutional givens relevant to change in 
the Community Action Site? Who are the stakeholders and how can 
they be involved? What are the financial and financing 
possibilities?} 

* To provide the knowledge and planning support needed and 
wanted by the Community Action sites; to work with the local IJE 
in the Community Action Sites and provide expertise that may be 
needed; to help ensure the level and quality ·of the work 
intended. 

*Tobe the ar111 of the IJE for planning and strategic thinking. 
It is here that development plans will be designe d and strategies 
will be defined and revised on an ongoing basis. This work will 
extensively involve other persons and institutions. 

ii. community interface (for community Action Sites) 
* The IJE will work extensively with the communities where 
Community Action Sites a.re located. It will do so by means of 
local mechanisms that will be established. 

The colnlllunity interface function may deal with: 

* Initiation of negotiations with relevant stakeholders ~nd 
community leaders about undert aking the process of becoming 
Community Action Sites. 

* Help the l ocal community establish a mechanism for its 
Community Action Sites and assist in recruiting staff for such 
mechanisms. 

* Ongoing facilitation during implementation - as needed (e.g. 
assistance in negotiations with national training institutions, 
universities, organizations, etc.). The IJE staff will be pto
active in its support of the local management of the community 
Action Sites. Relevant IJE staff will maintain ongoing contact 
with the local team. 

iii. funding racilitation 

This function may include the following: 

* To undertake as appropriate, brokering between v arious 
possible sources of funding (foundations, national organizations, 
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local sources of funds, f ederations, individuals) and the 
Community Acti on Sites. 

* To be a central address both for funding sou rces and for 
relevant institutions who will seek guidance in accomplishing 
their objectives. 

* To seek to link high priority pieces of work with various 
funde rs and competent implementors. 

* To assist funders in moving ahead with programmatic options in 
which they have an interest, acting as a consultant , a nd 
providing professional assistance as appropriate . 

-iv. monitoring, evaluation and feedback 

The purpose of this function is threefold: 

* To monitor activity of each Community Action Site. 

• To evaluate - in whatever form or forms deemed most r elevant -
the progress of Community Action sites. 

* To create and activate feedback loops to connect practical 
results with a process of ~ re-thinking, re - planning and 
implementation. 

v. diffusion of innovation 

The goal of the Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
is to bring about across-the-board systemic change in Jewi"sh 
education, by initially dealing with the are as of personnel and 
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